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Kim Il-sung 1912-1994
●

Anti-Japanese activist.

●

Red Army member 1941-45.

●

●

●

Chosen to lead the Soviet controlled
half of Korea, 1945-48.
Founding leader and “eternal
president” of Democratic People's
Republic of Korea (DPRK) (1948-).
Korean nationalist, only ever a
communist of convenience.

●

Father of Kim Jong-il (1941-2011).

●

Grandfather of Kim Jong-un (1983-).

The division of Korea 1945
●

●

●

●

●

●

August 1945 after Soviet deceleration
of war against Japan.
Red Army troops advancing through
Manchuria (Northern China) towards
Korea.
Done by two US Army colonels,
Charles Bonesteel and Dean Rusk.
Agreed to by Soviet Union.
Supposed to be short term solution
only but as WW2-era collaboration was
replaced by Cold War hostility, division
became permanent.
Both Republic of Korea (South Korea)
and DPRK declared in 1948.

Korean War 1950-53
●

●

●

●

●

●

DPRK launches surprise attack on 25
June 1950, backed covertly by USSR.
Almost takes whole peninsula, but US
landings at Inchon prevents this.
October 1950, People's Republic of
China joins DPRK.
War drags on until 27 July 1953 when
US threat of a nuclear strike compels
signing of ceasefire.
3 million soldiers and civilians killed.
Korea now divided along “Demilitarised zone”, ironically the most
heavily militarised land on earth.

North Korea 1953-today
●

●

●

●

●

●

1950s – ruling Worker's Party of Korea
purged of all but Kim Il-sung loyalists.
1960s – still faster economic growth
than South Korea, but slowing.
1970s – Rise of Kim Jong-il,
personality cult around Kim Il-sung
grows more extreme.
1980s – decline and then fall of
international communism hurts DPRK
which relied on overseas support.
1990s – death of Kim Il-sung and
widespread natural disasters and
famines.
2000s – development of nuclear
programme.

UN Report into human rights 2014
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Human Rights Council, chaired by
Michael Kirby.
Identified six major areas of human
rights violations and accused DPRK of
crimes against humanity:
1. Violations of freedom of thought,
expression and religion.
2. Discrimination.
3. Violations of freedom of movement
and residence.
4. Violations of the right to food/life.
5. Arbitrary detention, torture,
executions and prison camps.
6. Abductions/enforced disappearances
from other countries.

Propaganda as the key to survival
●

●

DPRK prepared, unlike European
communism, to use force to protect
itself.
Nationalist myths melding Party with
country help maintain support.

●

Extremely militarised society.

●

Nature of the regime key to its survival.

●

●

●

●

Myth of Kim Il-sung far more important
that usually given credit for.
Race-based nationalism overlooked by
West as central to regime success.
External pressure creates “rally around
the flag” effect.
Economic and political sanctions have
been in place for decades with no
weakening of Party's hold on power.

Chinese counter-example
●

●

●

●

●

●

Deng Xiaoping succeeds Mao Zedong
as paramount leader in 1978.
Removes Mao loyalists such as Hua
Guofeng as well as Maoist policies.
Promotes reformers such as Hu
Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang.
Gradual opening up of the country's
economy, first with special economic
zones then later an abandonment of
command economy.
No political reform, Communist Party of
China still unchallenged.
Rest of world overlooks terrible human
rights record as China now world's 2nd
largest economy.

What hope for the future?
●

●

●

●

●

●

Kim Jong-il succession in 1994
ensured that no Chinese-style reforms
would occur in DPRK
Even after 90s economic collapse, no
major political or economic reforms
have been undertaken.
Ruling Party unwilling to surrender
privileges and understand that Kim
myth cannot be successfully
challenged and survive.
Thus, the system is incapable of
reform, it can only remain or collapse.
No human rights improvement possible
without changing system, hence no
improvements likely.
Possibility of collapse does remain
though.

Thank you.

Recommended books about the
DPRK
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Bradley K. Martin – Under the Care of the
Fatherly Leader: North Korea and the Kim
Dynasty.
B. R. Myers – The Cleanest Race: How
North Koreans see Themselves and why it
Matters.
Andrei Lankov – North of the DMZ: Essays
on Daily Life in North Korea.
Jonathan D. Pollack – No Exit: North Korea,
Nuclear Weapons and International
Security.
Kang Chol-hwan – The Aquariums of
Pyongyang: Ten Years in the North Korean
Gulag.
Barbara Demick – Nothing to Envy: Love,
Life and Death in North Korea.
John Everard – Only Beautiful Please: A
British Diplomat in North Korea.

